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Abstract A computational analysis of excited round jets is presented with emphasis on jet
bifurcation phenomenon due to superposition of axial and flapping forcing terms. Various
excitation parameters are examined including the amplitudes of the forcing, their frequen-
cies and phase shift. It is shown that alteration of these parameters significantly influences
the spatial jet evolution. This dependence may be used to control the jet behaviour in a wide
range of qualitatively different flow structures, starting from a modification of the spreading
rate of a single connected jet, through large scale deformation of an asymmetric jet, onto jet
bifurcation leading to a doubly and even triply split time-averaged jet, displaying different
strengths and locations of the branches. We establish that: (i) jet splitting is possible only
when the amplitudes of the forcing terms are comparable to or larger than the level of natu-
ral turbulence; (ii) the angle between the developing jet branches can be directly controlled
by the frequency of the axial forcing and the phase shift between axial and flapping forcing.
An optimum forcing frequency is determined, leading to the largest spreading rate.
Keywords Flow control · Jet bifurcation · Axial and flapping forcing · Spreading rate
1 Introduction
Flow control plays a very important role in various technological processes in which
a suitable alteration of the flow field would lead to considerable improvement of effi-
ciency, safety or performance of a fluid-mechanical operation step. Flow control may be
divided into two categories, a passive and an active control with the latter distinguishing
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predetermined and interactive methods [1]. Passive flow control involves manipulation of
the flow field without adding any external energy. It is often a result of trial-and-error pro-
cedures based on geometric shaping or adding fixed elements (obstacles, grooves, swirlers).
Active methods of control involve energy input whose type and level may be fixed (pre-
determined approach) or may be varying depending on the instantaneous flow behaviour
(interactive approach). In this paper we concentrate on predetermined flow control meth-
ods and its ability to alter the qualitative structure of a circular jet flow. In the 70s Crow
an Champagne [2] showed that with properly chosen excitation the jet may exhibit qualita-
tively different behaviour compared to the natural unexcited jet. They managed to intensify
turbulence intensity and mixing. This was among the first reported results on active jet
control triggering important research both experimentally and numerically. We contribute
to this presenting new regimes of jet manipulation and jet splitting as a result of properly
selected upstream perturbations. In particular, we show that high-resolution large-eddy sim-
ulation can be used [3–5] to accurately understand dynamics of turbulent jets and adopt this
approach to perform a comprehensive parameter study, investigating jet response such as
spreading rate and jet splitting.
A very interesting phenomenon occurring under suitable excitation conditions is jet bifurca-
tion which implies a jet to split into two separate well defined streams (branches) with vortex
rings moving along its branches. It was shown experimentally [6–8] that this bifurcation
phenomenon can be generated by applying a superposition of an axial and a flapping forcing
at the jet nozzle, with properly chosen frequencies, fa and fh, respectively. The necessary
conditions leading to bifurcation were determined in terms of the axial forcing frequency
and the ratio, fa/fh. It was shown that bifurcation appears when fa/fh = 2 and is most pro-
nounced when fa is close to the so-called preferred mode frequency, fp , i.e., the frequency
at which an axisymmetric disturbance in the initial jet region is amplified and attains the
maximum growth [2, 9]. It was shown in [7] that at Reynolds numbers 104 < Re < 105
bifurcation characteristics are weakly dependent on Re. Numerical simulations performed
with Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) [10–13] and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) [14–
16] reproduced and confirmed these experimental results. Moreover, new findings were
revealed, among others, for low Reynolds number jets (Re = 1500) the flapping excitation
is sufficient to obtain jet bifurcation and there is no need to also include the axial excita-
tion [12] as was later confirmed in [15]. Such behaviour was attributed to the existence of
strong primary vortex rings which at low Reynolds number are not distorted by natural tur-
bulence or flapping forcing. In contrast, at higher Reynolds numbers the flapping excitation
rapidly distorts these vortices and therefore axial forcing is included to amplify the vortices
and retain the two-fold split jet [12, 15]. The effect of the forcing frequency was studied in
[15] with respect to alteration of the flapping frequency fh only, while fa was kept equal to
fp . A different setting of the forcing frequencies was studied in [13] where a combination
of the axial and flapping forcing was used as an optimisation parameter. A low amplitude
forcing was applied to improve the mixing and spreading rate of the jet. The most efficient
combination was obtained with fa slightly bigger than 2fp and with fh equal to fp .
The present study extends the numerical research and focusses on the effect of alteration
of the amplitude, frequency and phase shift of the forcing. It is shown that these parameters
significantly changes the flow behaviour and can be used to increase spreading rate of a
jet or to create an asymmetric jet or the bifurcating jets with splitting occurring at different
position and with different angle between the jet branches.
The paper is organised as follow: Section 2 is devoted to a description of the numerical
method used in the computation; it also presents details of the computational setup such as
domain, boundary conditions and computational meshes. Section 3 is devoted to a validation
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of the code based on a natural non-excited jet study for which we compare our results with
findings in literature; Section 4 deals with excited jets and shows that the applied numerical
algorithm can capture the jet bifurcation very accurately. Conclusions and future research
directions are formulated in Section 5.
2 Computational Approach to Forced Turbulent Jets
In this section we first briefly sketch the main characteristics of the flow solver used for
this study (Subsection 2.1) and subsequently describe the computational setup in terms of
domain and boundary conditions (Subsection 2.2).
2.1 LES solver
The flow solver used in this work is an academic high-order code based on the low Mach
number approximation [17, 18]. This code (SAILOR) may be used for solving a wide range
of flows under various conditions, varying from isothermal and constant density to situations
with considerable density and temperature variations. For research purposes the SAILOR
code includes a variety of sub-grid models used when the code is operated in Large Eddy
simulation (LES) mode [19, 20]. In the present work we consider constant density flow
and incorporate the sub-grid model as proposed by Vreman [21]. In this model the subgrid
viscosity vanishes in laminar flows or pure shear regions. This is an important aspect in jet
flows with low turbulent intensity at the inlet conditions. An excess of dissipation coming
from the subgrid part would hinder the transition and developed turbulence regimes - this is
not the case with the selected model.
The SAILOR code was used previously in various studies including laminar/turbulent
transition in near-wall flows [22], free jet flows [23, 24], multi-phase flows [25] and flames
[26, 27]. The SAILOR code is based on a projection method with time integration performed
by a predictor-corrector (Adams-Bashforth / Adams-Moulton) method [28]. The spatial dis-
cretization is based on 6th order compact differencing developed for half-staggered meshes
[29]. Unlike in the fully staggered approach the velocity nodes are common for all three
velocity components whereas the pressure nodes are moved half a grid size from the velocity
nodes. This greatly facilitates implementation of the code and is computationally efficient as
there is only a small amount of interpolation between the nodes. As shown in [29] the stag-
gering of the pressure nodes is sufficient to ensure a strong velocity-pressure coupling which
eliminates the well known pressure oscillations occurring on collocated meshes. Addition-
ally, the shifting of the pressure nodes into the centres on the computational cells simplifies
implementation of the boundary conditions as there is no need to specify the pressure on
the boundaries.
2.2 Computational domain and boundary conditions
A schematic view of the flow set-up showing the jet nozzle together with a downstream
region is presented in Fig. 1. In the present work we do not consider the inner geometry
of the nozzle. Hence, the domain is a simple rectangular box which starts in the plane of
the nozzle exit. The inlet boundary conditions characterize the effect of the nozzle and are
specified in terms of the mean velocity profile to which fluctuating components are super-
imposed. Outside the jet region a co-flow with low velocity Uc is added to mimic the natural
suction and entrainment from the surroundings. At the side boundaries the streamwise
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of the
analyzed configuration. The
computational domain is a box
between inlet and outlet planes
velocity is taken equal to the co-flow velocity Uc while the velocity components normal to
the boundary of the domain are set equal to zero. At the outlet plane all velocity compo-
nents are computed from the convective boundary condition ∂ui/∂t + C∂ui/∂y = 0 with
C being the convection velocity which is computed as the (x, z) averaged mean velocity in
the outlet plane, at every time step. This boundary condition is found to be stable and allows
the flow structures to leave the domain with only small distortion.
Experimental data [8] show that the splitting of the mean jet can start relatively closely
to the nozzle, i.e., at 4 to 5 diameters (D) downstream. Because in the present work we are
mostly interested in forcing parameters leading to bifurcation and not so much in the far
field flow behaviour, the basic computational domain is set to 12D × 16D × 12D which
is large enough to capture the main flow features of relevance to the jet splitting, which are
found to be concentrated to a region of size 8D×12D×8D as will be shown later. In order
to check a possible influence of the lateral boundaries some additional test computations for
selected cases are performed using the domain 16D × 16D × 16D.
2.2.1 Inlet excitation method
In experimental research the excitation at the nozzle exit is usually produced by a membrane
or loudspeaker located upstream of the nozzle or by obstacles located near the nozzle exit
or through mechanical forcing obtained by specially designed actuators placed at the nozzle
lip [7, 30, 31]. In the present study we add the excitation as a component of the velocity
prescribed at the inlet. Similarly as in [12, 15, 16] the inlet velocity profile used in the
present work is defined as:
u(x, t) = umean(x) + uexcit (x, t) + uturb(x, t) (1)
where the mean streamwise velocity is taken as the hyperbolic-tangent profile:
umean(x) = Uj + Uc2 −
Uj − Uc
2
tanh
(
1
4
R
δθ
(
r
R
− R
r
))
(2)
The mean velocity in the other two directions is taken to be zero. In (2) Uj denotes the jet
centerline velocity, Uc is recalled to denote the co-flow velocity equal to 0.05 Uj , r measures
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the distance from the centerline, R is the nozzle radius, and δθ is the momentum thickness
of the initial shear layer. In all the cases presented in this paper the momentum thickness
of the jet is the same as used in [15] and taken as δθ = 0.05R which yields the shear layer
thickness δ99 = 0.48R defined here as the region where Uc < umean(x) ≤ 0.99Uj . The
forcing component uexcit (x, t) is added to the streamwise velocity only and it is defined as:
uexcit (x, t) = Aa sin
(
2πSta
Uj
D
t
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Axial forcing
+Ah sin
(
2πSth
Uj
D
t + φ
)
sin
(πx
D
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Flapping forcing
(3)
which is the superposition of axial and flapping forcing shown schematically in Fig. 2. The
forcing amplitudes are Aa and Ah while the Strouhal numbers are defined as Sta = faD/Uj
and Sth = fhD/Uj . Both forcing terms are limited to the jet region −0.5 ≤ r/D ≤ 0.5 and
are additionally multiplied by tanh
(
1
4
R
δθ
(
r
R
− R
r
))
that provides a smooth transition with
the co-flow region. Sample instantaneous forcing profiles are presented in Fig. 3. Note that
the flapping forcing is antisymmetric with respect to x/D = 0 and its maxima are close
to the shear layer region. The last term in (1), uturb(x, t), represents turbulent fluctuations
uniformly distributed across the whole jet section. They were computed applying a digital
filtering method proposed by Klein et al. [32]. This method guarantees properly correlated
velocity fields which reflect realistic turbulent flow conditions.
In computations we analyse the effect of the magnitude of the excitation ampli-
tudes and the turbulence intensity corresponding to uturb(x, t) and computed as T i =√〈uturb(x, t)2〉. Both the excitation amplitudes and the turbulence intensity levels T i
will be defined relative to the jet centerline velocity. We will consider cases with low
(T i = 0.01 Uj ) and moderate (T i = 0.05Uj ) turbulence levels and excitation amplitudes
equal to Aa/Uj = Ah/Uj = 0.01,0.05,0.15.
2.2.2 Computational parameters
Most of the computations were performed on a mesh with 128 × 160 × 128 nodes which
will be further referred to as the reference grid and denoted as mesh A. In order to determine
the dependence of the results on the mesh density some computations have been performed
also on two denser meshes with 256×320×256 nodes (mesh B) and 384×320×384 nodes
(mesh C). Figure 3 shows locations of the grid nodes within the shear layer. Note that for
better visibility the profiles in this figure are artificially shifted by u = 0.2 and u = 0.4.
(a) axial excitation (b) flapping excitation
Fig. 2 Schematic view of the analyzed excitations introduced to excite flow structures in the jet
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Fig. 3 Lines without symbols denote the profiles of the imposed axial and flapping forcing. Lines with
symbols denote the mean axial velocity profiles on different meshes shifted by u for better visibility - A
(128 × 160 × 128) with u = 0; B (256 × 320 × 256) with u = 0.2; C (384 × 320 × 384) with u = 0.4
The meshes were stretched axially and radially towards the inlet where the cell sizes were
almost uniform. Depending on the applied mesh the initial shear layer of the jet profile was
resolved by 5 (mesh A), 9 (mesh B) and 14 (mesh C) nodes. The parameters of all these
meshes are given in Table 1. Note that in the case of a wider domain (meshes denoted as
B(W) and C(W)) the cell sizes are smaller than on the meshes B and C. This arises from a
particular setting of the stretching parameters and was done on purpose to better check the
influence of the mesh resolution in the shear layer. The numerical time step was computed
dynamically based on the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) criterion with CFL number equal
to 0.5. In all cases the initial conditions corresponded to a uniform velocity equal to the co-
flowing velocity. The jet was injected impulsively and then tracked as it developed in the
domain. After a time 100D/Uj the flow was found to have become virtually independent of
the initial condition and the time-averaging procedure started for the next 300D/Uj . This
corresponds to more than 18 flow passes through the flow domain (assuming the jet velocity
as the reference velocity).
Table 1 Parameters of the computational meshes. Symbol (W) denotes the wider computational domain
Mesh Nx × Ny × Nz Lx × Ly × Lz x = z y
A 128 × 160 × 128 12D × 16D × 12D 0.050D(≈ 0.208δ99) 0.067D
B 256 × 320 × 256 12D × 16D × 12D 0.025D(≈ 0.104δ99) 0.033D
B(W) 256 × 320 × 256 16D × 16D × 16D 0.021D(≈ 0.087δ99) 0.033D
C 384 × 320 × 384 12D × 16D × 12D 0.017D(≈ 0.070δ99) 0.033D
C(W) 384 × 320 × 384 16D × 16D × 16D 0.014D(≈ 0.058δ99) 0.033D
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3 Non-Excited Jet
The computations for the natural, non-excited jet provide a point of reference with respect to
which the response of the excited jets can be interpreted. The computations were performed
for Reynolds number Re = 104 defined based on the velocity of the jet, its diameter and
the kinematic viscosity (ν) as Re = UjD/ν. The inlet turbulence intensity was equal to
T i = 0.01Uj and the turbulent length scale needed for computing velocity fluctuations by
using digital filtering method [32] was taken as 0.1D.
A relatively low Reynolds number should enables accurate solutions on the mesh A
which is utilised for the parametric study in Section 4.2. In the present case the accuracy of
the results achieved on the mesh A is verified by comparison with results obtained using the
finer grids and with literature data. Instantaneous results showing the natural jet visualised
by an isosurface of the Q-parameter are presented in Fig. 4(a). The Q-parameter is defined
as Q = 12 (SijSij − 	ij	ij ) where Sij and 	ij are symmetrical and antisymmetrical parts
of the velocity gradient tensor. In Fig. 4a the Q-parameter exhibits near the nozzle exit
typical toroidal structures (rings) resulting from the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability followed
by a vortex roll-up process. These structures break up at the end of the potential core, i.e.,
starting about 4D − 5D from the inlet. The time-averaged contours of the axial velocity are
presented in Fig. 4(b) on the right hand side. They exhibit a typical gradual widening of the
jet as the flow develops downstream. Figure 5 shows instantaneous values of the normalised
sub-grid viscosity (νT /(UjD)) and also the time averaged sub-grid kinetic energy estimated
using kSGS = ν
2
T
(CV )
2 where CV = 0.1 [33] and  = (xyz)1/3 is the LES filter
width. In all the cases presented in this paper the ratio of kSGS to the total turbulent kinetic
energy is less than 0.1. Hence, according to Pope’s criterion [34] the meshes used in the
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Fig. 4 Isosurface of the Q-parameter (Q = 0.5(Uj /D)2) for a natural non-excited jet at Re = 104 (a) and
contours of time-averaged normalised (U/Uj ) axial velocity (b) obtained on a mesh with 128 × 160 × 128
nodes
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Fig. 5 Contours of the time
averaged sub-grid kinetic energy
(left part of the figure) and
instantaneous value of the
sub-grid viscosity. The results are
for the natural non-excited jet at
Re = 104 obtained on mesh A
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computations provide proper resolution. It is worth noting that the sub-grid model acts only
when the flow becomes turbulent while in the initial region of the jet in the shear layer its
influence is almost negligible - this is well seen in Fig. 5 noticing that the values νT /(UjD)
at 0 < y/D < 2 is below 5 × 10−5.
Figure 6 shows comparison of the present results (streamwise velocity) with experimen-
tal and numerical results taken from Refs. [2, 35]. Differences between the numerical results
obtained on the reference and refined mesh are very small. Most likely this is due to the
applied high-order discretization schemes which can give strong reductions of simulation
errors upon grid refinement. It is seen that both the mean velocity and its fluctuations fit
well within the range of literature data. In Fig. 6 it is seen that downstream of the poten-
tial core the mean velocity profiles differ somewhat from each other which is manifested
by a faster or slower velocity decay. Discrepancies between the profiles of velocity fluctua-
tions are seen closer to the inlet, i.e., from about y/D = 1. These discrepancies concern the
present results and all literature data and may be attributed to small differences in jet param-
eters at the inlet, i.e., mean velocity, turbulence characteristics and the Reynolds number.
The influence of inlet conditions on the downstream jet evolution and self-similarity scal-
ing for the far-field velocity is well known and was studied by many researchers. In [36] it
was suggested that the jet behaviour in the far-field depends notably on the inlet conditions,
consistent with the observed characteristic differences in Fig. 6.
4 Bifurcations in Excited Jets
A striking effect of axial and flapping forcing at the inflow of a turbulent jet is that under
suitable conditions a qualitative change in the time-averaged structure of the flow emerges.
Both bifurcations leading to a two-fold splitting and even a three-fold splitting will be dis-
cussed in this section, together with requirements on the forcing parameters that induce
these transitions. In this section we first establish the accuracy of the computational model
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Fig. 6 Mean and fluctuating axial velocity profiles for natural turbulent jet. Literature data (lines with sym-
bols) were obtained for Re = 1.03 × 105 (Crow and Champagne [2]) and Re = 3.2 × 104 (Zaman and
Hussain [35]). The present results are for Re = 104
for flow at a modest Reynolds number Re = 4300 (Subsection 4.1) for which experimen-
tal results are available [8]. Subsequently, in Subsection 4.2 we consider an excited jet at
Re = 104 for which the obtained results may be regarded as representative also for higher
Reynolds numbers as the excited jets are only slightly dependent on Re [7]. The LES com-
putations performed in [15] for Re = 5 × 103, 2.5 × 104 and 5 × 104 showed that the
bifurcating jets are almost insensitive to Re.
The excitation parameters, as summarised in Table 2. We analyse the influence of the
excitation frequency and the phase shift between the axial and flapping excitation. We do
this for a range of excitation amplitudes and input turbulence levels. The forcing frequen-
cies and their ratio will be expressed by the Strouhal numbers Sta and Sth used in the
definition of the forcing terms (3). All the cases reported in Table 2 were computed for
Sta = 0.35,0.40,0.45,0.50,0.55,0.60,0.65. In this table the subscripts at A1% and Ti1%
denote the amplitude of the forcing or the level of natural turbulence intensity. The subscript
at 
0 stands for the phase shift (cf. Eq. (3)).
Table 2 Simulation parameters for excited jets with axial-flapping forcing. In the column for Sta/Sth the
indication 1, 2, 4 implies that computations were performed for Sta/Sth=1, Sta/Sth=2 and Sta/Sth=4
Simulation Aa = Ah Sta/Sth φ T i
A1%-
 π4 -Ti1% 0.01 Uj 1,2,4 π/4 0.01 Uj
A1%-
0-Ti1% 0.01 Uj 1,2,4 0 0.01 Uj
A1%-
0-Ti5% 0.01 Uj 2 0 0.05 Uj
A5%-
 π4 -Ti1% 0.05 Uj 1,2,4 π/4 0.01 Uj
A5%-
0-Ti1% 0.05 Uj 1,2,4 0 0.01 Uj
A5%-
0-Ti5% 0.05 Uj 2 0 0.05 Uj
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4.1 Forcing at Re = 4300
To validate the computational approach we closely follow the set-up adopted in the experi-
mental research presented in [8]. This concerns a large-amplitude excitation at Re = 4300
for which we take Aa = Ah = 0.15 Uj . The excitation frequencies are taken as Sta = 0.5
and Sta/Sth = 2. In the experiment [8] these excitation parameters led to a two-fold split-
ting of the jet and here we focus on whether or not this qualitative feature can be recovered
accurately.
A very strong jet splitting is confirmed at the selected flow conditions, starting at 5D
from the inlet, as is illustrated in Fig. 7. One may observe that the vortex rings visualised in
Fig. 7a by the Q-parameter, are slightly inclined with respect to the inlet plane. This is the
result of the flapping forcing which at the inlet pushes the vortex rings alternately from both
sides. The successive vortices mutually interact, i.e., the vortex which is generated at the
inlet amplifies the inclination of the proceeding vortex gradually increasing the inclination
as the rings move away from the inlet.
At a distance of about 4D the radial velocity becomes comparable to the axial velocity
and the flow divides into two separate streams. This behaviour is further illustrated in Fig. 7b
showing contours of the time-averaged axial velocity combined with the isosurface at value
0 of its instantaneous value. The axial velocity inside the rings is negative and its largest
value reaches −0.2, comparable with the forcing amplitude.
Comparison of time-averaged axial velocity profiles along the radial direction at four dis-
tances from the inlet (y/D = 4.0, 5.0, 6.5, 8.0) obtained at the reference resolution (mesh
A) and on two twice refined meshes (B and B(W)) are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 concern-
ing results taken in the bifurcating plane and in Fig. 10 for the bisecting plane. Referring
to Fig. 2 the bifurcating plane is the x − y plane at z = 0 whereas the bisecting plane is
the z − y plane at x = 0. The figures 8 and 10 also include experimental results taken
(a) (b)
Fig. 7 Isosurface of the Q-parameter (Q = 0.5(Uj /D)2) for an excited jet (a) and isosurface of the axial
velocity (u = 0) together with contours of normalised time-averaged axial velocity (U/Uj ) (b). Axial-
flapping excitation was considered with Aa = Ah = 0.15Uj , Sta = 0.5, Sta/Sth = 2, Re = 4300
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the axial velocity in the bifurcating plane for Re = 4300. Lines: present results
obtained on the meshes A, B, B(W); symbols: experimental data from [8]
from [8]. The numerical results close to the inlet (y/D = 4.0, 5.0) agree very well with
the measurements; the values and shapes of the profiles of the axial velocity fit almost
exactly the experimental results on all three tested grids. Downstream of the location where
the jet divides in two streams the radial distance between the velocity maxima increases.
Though the agreement with experimental data at y/D = 6.5, 8.0 is not as good as for
y/D = 4.0, 5.0 the bifurcation phenomenon seems to be captured correctly. It should be
noted that at y/D = 6.5, 8.0 the experimental data no longer strictly display symmetry with
respect to the axis x = 0. This indicates the accuracy with which the reference experimental
data were obtained, placing the comparison in context.
Although a precise quantitative comparison is no longer possible far into the flow
domain, the current setting of numerical parameters and flow conditions underpin the cor-
rect inclusion of the dominant flow physics in the simulations at the reference resolution of
128 × 160 × 128 (mesh A). Moreover, the results obtained using the wider domain (mesh
B(W)) are only slightly different from those obtained using the basic computational domain.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of the horizontal velocity in the bifurcating plane for Re = 4300. Experimental data are
not available
In Fig. 9 it is seen that at y/D = 8.0 the horizontal velocity approaches zero at x ≈ 5D
and hence, one may assume that the influence of the side boundaries at x, z = ±6D on the
region of the jet splitting is very small.
The results in the bisecting plane, presented in Fig. 10, show that the inlet velocity pro-
files exhibit a regular bell-shape. The radial spreading of the jet increases only very little
whereas the maximum of the velocity decreases quickly; at y/D = 6.5 it is equal to 0.2Uj
and at y/D = 8.0 it is equal to 0.1Uj . The accuracy of the numerical solutions is confirmed
by the agreement with the experimental data which show exactly the same behaviour on all
applied grids.
4.2 Forcing at Re = 104
In the previous subsection we have shown that with the forcing parameters chosen accord-
ing to literature the two-fold jet splitting phenomenon can be captured and the results of
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Fig. 10 Comparison of the axial velocity in the bisecting plane for Re = 4300. Lines: present results
obtained on the meshes A, B, B(W); symbols: experimental data from [8]
simulations agree well with available experimental data using simulations on the refer-
ence. We now turn to forcing at a higher Reynolds number Re = 104. Some simulations
were repeated at these flow conditions comparing the reference grid solutions achieved
using mesh A with the results obtained on the refined meshes B, C and C(W). The test
computations were performed for the setting corresponding to the case A5%-
0-Ti1% with
Sta = 0.50 and Sta/Sth = 2. As will be shown in Sections 4.2.3 for the chosen excitation
parameters the jet clearly splits into two branches. Hence, the performed comparison may
be regarded as characteristic also for other cases with a less complicated flow pattern. The
profiles of the mean and fluctuating component of axial and horizontal velocity obtained
from these computations are shown in Figs. 11, 12 and 13. These results correspond to the
locations y/D = 3.0 (upstream the splitting occuring at y/D ≈ 4.0) and y/D = 7.0 where
two distinct jet branches exist. Firstly, it should be noted that the results obtained using the
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Fig. 11 Comparison of the mean axial velocity in the bifurcating plane for Re = 104 obtained on the meshes
A, B, C and C(W). Case A5%-
0-Ti1% with Sta = 0.50, Sta/Sth = 2
wider domain (mesh C(W)) are in a good agreement with the solutions obtained using the
basic computational domain. Such a behaviour is observed up to y/D = 11 (not shown
here) and therefore one may assume that up to this distance from the inlet the results are not
noticeably influenced by the side boundaries. Secondly, it is seen that the results obtained
on mesh A are close to those from the refined meshes. Some discrepancies are seen mainly
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Fig. 12 Comparison of the fluctuating component of axial velocity in the bifurcating plane for Re = 104
obtained on the meshes A, B, C and C(W). Case A5%-
0-Ti1% with Sta = 0.50, Sta/Sth = 2. Arrows
indicate local peaks related to the shear layers along the main jet at y/D = 3.0 and at the right branch of the
splitted jet at y/D = 7.0
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Fig. 13 Comparison of the mean and fluctuating components of horizontal velocity in the bifurcating plane
for Re = 104 obtained on the meshes A, B, C and C(W). Case A5%-
0-Ti1% with Sta = 0.50, Sta/Sth = 2.
Arrows indicate local peaks related to the shear layers along the right branch of the splitted jet
for x/D ≤ 1.0 where the results from mesh A show a small underprediction. The fluctuat-
ing components (both (u′u′)1/2/Uj in Fig. 11 and (v′v′)1/2/Uj in Fig. 13) show existence
of two local maxima occurring at the shear layers created along the branches of the jet.
It is seen that mesh A enables accurate prediction of the levels and particularly the loca-
tions of these maxima. These findings confirm that also at the higher Re value the coarse
grid A yields reliable simulation findings, albeit with a slightly less well resolved range of
smaller turbulent scales. Nevertheless, the main features of the flow can be well captured as
far as the dominant response to the imposed perturbuations is concerned, e.g., jet splitting
and spreading rates. The cost of the computations performed on the particular meshes dif-
fer substantially. For instance simulations up to time 400D/Uj require 64 computing hours
on mesh B using 32 Intel Xenon 2.9 GHz processors and only 5.6 hours on mesh A using
16 processors, with quite comparable parallel performance. In the sequel of this paper we
will therefore restrict ourselves to the grid A, thereby allowing to perform a comprehen-
sive parameter study into effects of changes in several important system parameters such
as forcing amplitudes, phase shifts and turbulence intensity at the inflow - according to the
specification given in Table 2. The studies of the qualitative flow structuring at low and
intermediate forcing levels and at different turbulence intensities are presented in separate
subsections.
4.2.1 Low amplitude forcing
Low amplitude forcing is identified with Aa = Ah = 0.01 Uj . In Table 2 these test cases
are denoted as: A1%-
π4 -Ti1%, A1%-
0-Ti1% and A1%-
0-Ti5%. For A1%-
π4 -Ti1% and
A1%-
0-Ti1% the amplitude of the excitation is the same as the level of turbulence intensity
whereas in the case A1%-
0-Ti5% the turbulence intensity is higher and equal to T i =
0.05 Uj .
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In case Sta/Sth = 1, fig. 14 shows the contours of the time-averaged axial velocity in the
bifurcating plane for A1%-
π4 -Ti1% at a variety of excitation frequencies. Evidently, no jet-
splitting is obtained as seen in the previous subsection. Instead, these results show that the
jet is deformed and asymmetric with respect to the axis. The observed asymmetry decreases
when Sta increases. In fact, for Sta/Sth = 1 the excitation as given by (3) is not symmetric,
leading to the asymmetry in the downstream development. When the excitation frequencies
are the same the term sin (πx/D) causes the flapping forcing to be subtracted from the axial
forcing in case x < 0, whereas for x > 0 both forcing terms sum up constructively. Hence,
the part of the vortex ring in x > 0 is stronger than if x < 0 and this leads to the asymmetry
seen downstream.
In case with Sta/Sth = 4, shown in Fig. 15, the bifurcation phenomenon is also absent,
even if the flapping forcing acts on both sides of the jet alternately. Because the period of
the flapping forcing is four times longer than the period of the axial excitation the flapping
forcing interacts with pairs of two successive vortex rings in a similar manner - either pushes
them or stops them. However, because the amplitude of the forcing is quite small the jets do
not split and their shape remains similar to the natural jet. Moreover, as seen in Fig. 15, the
solutions seem to be virtually independent of Sta . A minor lack of symmetry comes rather
from too modest averaging time and not from the asymmetric jet behaviour.
Turning to computations with Sta/Sth = 2 a clear bifurcation leading to a jet splitting
occurs. In this case the flapping forcing acts with successive vortex rings in such a way that
it pushes and stops them alternately. From the results presented in Fig. 16 it is seen that
the jet splitting is limited to a range of frequencies corresponding to Sta = 0.4 − 0.55.
This range of agitation frequencies agrees well with experimental findings [6, 7]. One may
observe that the angle of jet splitting, i.e., the angle between the jet branches, changes with
Sta and its maximum is attained for Sta ≈ 0.5.
The influence of the phase difference between the axial and flapping forcing was investi-
gated by considering simulations A1%-
0-Ti1% for which the axial and flapping excitation
are in-phase (i.e., φ = 0 in (3)). Similarly as for A1%-
π4 -Ti1% the bifurcation phenomenon
was observed only when Sta/Sth = 2. For Sta/Sth = 1 the jets were asymmetric whereas
for Sta/Sth = 4 the excitation played a rather insignificant role, at least from the point of
view of large-scale deformation of the jets. The time-averaged results for the cases with
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Fig. 14 Contours of the normalised time-averaged axial velocity (U/Uj ) in the bifurcation plane for
simulations at Sta = 0.35, 0.45 and 0.55, using the setting indicated by: A1%-
 π4 -Ti1% with Sta/Sth = 1
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Fig. 15 Contours of the normalised time-averaged axial velocity (U/Uj ) in the bifurcation plane for
simulations at Sta = 0.35, 0.45 and 0.55, using the setting indicated by: A1%-
 π4 -Ti1% with Sta/Sth = 4
Fig. 16 Isosurface of instantaneous Q-parameter (Q = 0.5(Uj /D)2) and contours of the normalised time-
averaged axial velocity (U/Uj ) in the bifurcation plane for simulations at Sta = 0.35−0.60, using the setting
indicated by: A1%-
 π4 -Ti1% with Sta/Sth = 2. The jet splitting occurs in the cases with Sta = 0.40 − 0.55
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Sta/Sth = 2 are shown in Fig. 17. This figure should be compared with Fig. 16 showing
the results obtained in simulations A1%-
π4 -Ti1%. One may observe that the jet splitting
for A1%-
0-Ti1% is shifted to somewhat higher values of Sta . If the excitation is such that
Sta < 0.45 and for Sta ≥ 0.65 (not shown) the jets become distorted but do not bifurcate.
We also investigated the effect of increasing the turbulent intensity at the inflow. These
involve simulations A1%-
0-Ti5% for which the turbulence intensity was considerably
higher than the excitation amplitudes (T i = 0.05 Uj and Aa = Ah = 0.01 Uj ). In these
simulations the effect of the axial and flapping excitations was very small and the jets
seemed to be independent of the excitation frequency. Further tests appear to suggest that
the forcing amplitudes must be higher than (or at least equal to) the level of T i in order to
possibly induce jet splitting. If this condition is not met the flow structures generated by the
excitation do not grow while flowing downstream but rather are destroyed close to the inlet
by the comparably strong turbulent fluctuations.
4.2.2 Analysis in the spectral space
Figure 18 shows the amplitude spectra of the axial velocity fluctuations corresponding to
the simulations A1%-
π4 -Ti1% for the non-excited case as well as for Sta/Sth = 2 with
Fig. 17 Isosurface of instantaneous Q-parameter (Q = 0.5(Uj /D)2) and contours of the normalised time-
averaged axial velocity (U/Uj ) in the bifurcation plane for simulations at Sta = 0.35−0.60, using the setting
indicated by: A1%-
0-Ti1% with Sta/Sth = 2. The jet splitting occurs in the cases with Sta = 0.45 − 0.60
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Fig. 18 Amplitude spectrum of the axial velocity fluctuations computed at the jet axis at y/D = 1 and
y/D = 3. Results without excitation (a) and with excitations (b,c,d) with settings A1%-
 π4 -Ti1% with
Sta/Sth = 2 for Sta = 0.35, 0.5 and 0.6. The jet splitting occurs for Sta = 0.5
Sta = 0.35,0.50,0.60. These spectra were computed at the jet axis in two characteristic
locations from the inlet, y/D = 1 and y/D = 3. The spectra are presented versus the
Strouhal number StD = fD/Uj where f is the frequency of harmonics of the velocity
signal. The non-excited jet shows no peaks in the spectrum which means that the “natural
turbulence” case is free of any periodic forcing. At the distance y/D = 3 a broadband
region of intensified turbulence is observed, centered around StD = 0.58 corresponding
closely with the preferred mode frequency [37, 38].
In the cases involving excited jets at the inflow, we observe at y/D = 1 distinct peaks
corresponding directly to the axial excitation at the given Sta . Additionally, at Strouhal
numbers StD = Sta/2 one may also observe smaller peaks related to the flapping forcing.
At a distance y/D = 3 in the computations at Sta = 0.5 a very localized and pronounced
peak is at StD = 0.5 while for the remaining range of StD the amplitude is low. The
results obtained with Sta = 0.35 and Sta = 0.6 are qualitatively different from those at
Sta = 0.5. In these cases the dominant peaks are seen at comparably low StD . Although
the spectra display a similar broadband character and the peaks have similar level, they
originate from different sources. In case Sta = 0.35 the observed peak is directly connected
to the axial excitation, whereas for Sta = 0.6 the peak at StD = 0.3 is partially due to
the flapping forcing and partially due to the vortex pairing process related to the vortices
generated by the axial excitation. Since the jet bifurcation was not seen for Sta = 0.35
nor Sta = 0.6 one may conclude that appearance of flow structures with the dominant
frequencies much below the preferred mode frequency seems to prevent jet splitting. The
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Fig. 19 Amplitude spectrum of the axial velocity fluctuations computed at the jet axis at y/D = 1 and
y/D = 3. Test case A1%-
0-Ti1% with Sta/Sth = 2 for Sta = 0.6 and 0.65. The jet splitting occurs for
Sta = 0.6
jet appears to bifurcate only when close to the inflow region vortices initiate dominant
frequency close to the preferred mode frequency. It is also confirmed by the results obtained
for A1%-
0-Ti1%. The spectra for these simulations and Sta = 0.60 and Sta = 0.65 are
shown in Fig. 19. It is seen that in both cases there are distinct peaks at higher harmonics
and broadband regions around StD ≈ 0.3. The subtle but very important difference between
these spectra is that for Sta = 0.65 the observed low frequency peak is the highest one
whereas for Sta = 0.60 the peak around StD ≈ 0.3 is quite high but still smaller than the
peak around StD ≈ 0.6. In this case the jet was found to bifurcate whereas for Sta = 0.65
it does not.
4.2.3 Medium amplitude forcing
The results presented for the low amplitude forcing have shown that for weakly turbulent
inlet conditions the combination of axial and flapping excitation may lead to jet bifurca-
tion. This depends crucially on the choice of the excitation parameters, particularly Sta and
the ratio Sta/Sth. Additionally, the magnitude of the amplitude of the excitations relative
to the turbulence intensity is a key factor. It was shown that in order to create a bifurcat-
ing jet the excitation amplitudes need to be equal or larger than the turbulence intensity
T i at the inlet. In this section we consider cases with much bigger forcing amplitudes
equal to Aa = Ah = 0.05Uj . We refer to these cases as ‘medium’ forcing amplitude and
focus on two aspects: (i) differences between low and medium forcing amplitude; (ii) the
range of parameters for which the bifurcation phenomenon occurs. The excitation ampli-
tude 0.05 Uj is comparable to a turbulence intensity often occurring in jet flows studies,
both in experimental and numerical works [39–43].
The results obtained for the medium forcing cases confirmed the findings from the pre-
vious subsections but also revealed some new flow features. Again, it turned out that to
generate the two-fold jet splitting it is necessary that: Aa = Ah ≥ T i. In the compu-
tations for the cases A5%-
0-Ti1% (i.e., with phase shift φ = 0) the forcing amplitudes
are five times larger than T i but even then jet splitting appeared only for Sta/Sth = 2.
For Sta/Sth = 1 the jets became very asymmetric (particularly for low Sta) while for
Sta/Sth = 4 only the spreading rate of the jets increased relative to the non-excited jet.
The results obtained in the simulations A5%-
π4 -Ti1% (i.e., with φ = π4 ) with Sta/Sth =
1 and Sta/Sth = 2 are qualitatively similar to those obtained for A5%-
0-Ti1%. For
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Sta/Sth = 1 the jets were asymmetric and for Sta/Sth = 2 the jets bifurcated - the results
for Sta = 0.40 are shown in Fig. 20a,b. At Sta/Sth = 4, we found that in a range of
Sta ≈ 0.45 the jets also exhibited two-fold splitting in a similar way as in the cases with
Sta/Sth = 2. It was found that in these cases the bifurcation begun far from the inlet, at
about y/D = 9, and the angle between the jet branches is small as seen in Fig. 20c. Com-
pared to the simulations with lower excitation amplitudes it turns out that with the larger
excitations amplitudes the flapping excitation structures become strong enough to cause the
jet separation further downstream, despite the factor four difference in time scale.
In the simulations A5%-
0-Ti1% and A5%-
π4 -Ti1% with Sta/Sth = 2 the bifurcation
phenomenon was much stronger than at lower forcing amplitudes and the jet splitting was
seen for almost the entire range of forcing frequencies investigated, i.e., Sta = 0.35 −
0.60. A very interesting and surprising result was obtained in the simulation A5%-
0-Ti1%
with Sta = 0.65, where we noticed that the jet was split into three separate streams - the
possible existence of this phenomenon was mentioned in [8] for triangular nozzles and also
in [44] for an oscillating liquid jet issuing into the atmosphere. The triple jet splitting was
revealed in the time-averaged results where the jet branching could be easily identified.
The mean axial velocity contours obtained in these computations are shown in Fig. 21a.
For comparison the results for the cases A5%-
π4 -Ti1% and A5%-
0-Ti5% are presented
in Fig. 21b,c. It is seen that for higher T i or for φ = π/4 the jets do not divide, neither
into two nor into three streams. From this example it appears that a jet with three branches
is the effect of combination of three factors: careful selection of the forcing frequencies,
sufficiently high forcing amplitudes with respect to T i and consistency in phase of the axial
and flapping forcing. Further research of three-fold branching of the jet is left for future
studies.
Medium turbulence intensity - comparison of the axial velocity profiles In the computations
A5%-
0-Ti5% the bifurcation phenomenon was clearly seen for the range of frequencies
Sta = 0.45 − 0.60. For Sta ≤ 0.40 the jets are affected only a little by the forcing,
whereas for Sta = 0.65 only the spreading rate of the jet was increased. The axial veloc-
ity profiles obtained for A5%-
0-Ti5% are shown in Fig. 22. The profiles are plotted along
the centreline (Fig. 22a) and along the radial direction at the distance y/D = 10 from
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Fig. 20 Contours of the time-averaged axial velocity in the bifurcation plane for simulations: A5%-
 π4 -Ti1%
for Sta/Sth = 1, Sta/Sth = 2 and Sta/Sth = 4 with Sta = 0.40
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Fig. 21 Contours of the time-averaged axial velocity in the bifurcation plane for simulations: A5%-
0-Ti1%,
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0-Ti5% and A5%-
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the inlet (Fig. 22b). From Fig. 22a it is seen that for all values of Sta the velocity along
the jet axis smoothly decreases immediately after the inlet and there is no potential core
where the natural unforced jets would maintain their initial velocity (Cf. Fig. 6). In the
region up to y/D = 4 the solutions are almost independent of Sta , while evident differ-
ences appear only beyond y/D = 5. In fact, the velocities decrease quickly with increasing
y/D, particularly if Sta = 0.50,0.55,0.60. The profiles presented in Fig. 22a do not indi-
cate whether jet bifurcation occurred or not. This is clear from the radial velocity profiles
showing local maxima and minima of the streamwise velocity. In the following analysis
the jet is regarded as bifurcated at some distance y/D if the time-averaged axial velocity
at the centreline is smaller than the time-averaged velocity at locations x/D 	= 0. As seen
in Fig. 22b this condition is met in the simulations with Sta = 0.35 − 0.60, although for
Sta = 0.35,0.40 the differences between the minima at the centreline (Ur,min) and maxima
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Fig. 22 Mean axial velocity profiles along the centreline and in the radial direction in the bifurcation plane
at y/D = 10 for simulations A5%-
0-Ti5% with Sta = 0.35 − 0.65 and Sta/Sth = 2
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(Ur,max at x/D = 0.35 for Sta = 0.35 and x/D = 0.8 for Sta = 0.40) are very small.
In the following, the difference (Ur,max − Ur,min) is used as a measure of the bifurcation
strength. It is seen in Fig. 22b that in the simulations with Sta = 0.35,0.40 the values
of (Ur,max − Ur,min) are smaller than for Sta = 0.45 − 0.60. Moreover, the locations at
which the maximal axial velocity is attained for Sta = 0.45 − 0.60 is clearly shifted from
the centreline and occurs at x/D = 1.45 − 1.6 approximately. Note that the forcing at
Sta = 0.45 − 0.60 amplifies the frequencies lying in the range of the broadband preferred
mode frequency (cf. Fig. 18) and this appears to lead to more pronounced jet splitting.
Low turbulence intensity - comparison of the axial velocity profiles. The simulations
A5%-
0-Ti1% and A5%-
π4 -Ti1%, i.e., with relatively modest turbulence levels exhibit the
existence of strong jet bifurcations. The profiles of the axial velocity at the centreline and
along the radial direction are shown in Fig. 23. The profiles at the centreline up to y/D < 3
are practically independent of Sta for both phase differences; in this region the axial veloc-
ity decreases smoothly. Around y/D = 3.5 − 4.0 some of the profiles exhibit a very strong
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Fig. 23 Mean axial velocity profiles along the centreline and in the radial direction in the bifurcation plane
at y/D = 10 for simulations: A5%-
 π4 -Ti1% and A5%-
0-Ti1% with Sta = 0.35 − 0.65 and Sta/Sth = 2
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Fig. 24 Radial profiles of the
time-averaged axial velocity
taken at y/D = 7, . . . , 13 from
the inlet. Simulation
A5%-
 π4 -Ti1%, Sta = 0.50,
Sta/Sth = 2
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and sudden drop of the velocity, related directly to the jet bifurcation. The results obtained
for Sta = 0.50,0.55 show the fastest decrease of the velocity - from a value 0.9 at y/D = 4
to 0.1 at y/D ≈ 5.5.
The radial profiles of the velocity presented in Fig. 23c,d show that for Sta = 0.40−0.60
the jets behave similarly and the differences between A5%-
π4 -Ti1% and A5%-
0-Ti1% are
only quantitative. The values of the streamwise velocity at the centreline are similar. The
maxima in the streamwise direction show interesting differences in the location at which
these are attained. For simulations A5%-
π4 -Ti1% (see Fig. 23c) the location at which Ur,max
is assumed reaches up to x/D = 2.8 at an excitation with Sta = 0.5. Analogous results
for A5%-
0-Ti1% (see Fig. 23d) indicate the location of the maximum at x/D = 3.2.
Additionally, for A5%-
0-Ti1% the branches of the jet expand radially much more than for
A5%-
π4 -Ti1%.
The most pronounced differences between A5%-
π4 -Ti1% and A5%-
0-Ti1% are seen for
Sta = 0.65 - in this case the phase shift changes the situation also qualitatively. Computa-
tions with excitation at φ = 0 exhibit three-fold splitting, which is absent in case when the
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Fig. 25 Radial location of the maximum velocity (Ur,max ) and values of Ur,max − Ur,min for simulations:
A5%-
 π4 -Ti1% and A5%-
0-Ti1% with Sta/Sth = 2
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Table 3 Bifurcation angle
obtained form simulations
A5%-
 π4 -Ti1% and
A5%-
0-Ti1% with Sta/Sth = 2
Sta A5%-
0-Ti1% A5%-
 π4 -Ti1%
0.40 20.9 22.1
0.45 23.0 22.8
0.50 27.8 25.4
0.55 26.5 18.7
0.60 17.7 9.6
phase shift is set to φ = π/4. Three-fold splitting was not reported in literature thus far for
the selected excitation methods, analysis of this case is left for future studies.
4.2.4 Bifurcation strength and bifurcation angle
Finally, we analyse the evolution of the axial velocity profiles as function of y/D distance.
Figure 24 shows its radial profiles at y/D = 7, 8, . . . , 13. These results were obtained
for the case A5%-
π4 -Ti1% with Sta = 0.5 and Sta/Sth = 2. It is seen that at y/D =
7 the maximum and minimum velocity (Ur,max and Ur,min) take the highest values and
Ur,max is located closest to the centerline axis. Further from the inlet the location of the
maximum moves radially outward while the values of both Ur,max and Ur,min decrease.
The differences (Ur,max -Ur,min) for the simulations A5%-
π4 -Ti1% and for A5%-
0-Ti1%
are presented in Fig. 25. It is seen that for A5%-
π4 -Ti1% the values (Ur,max -Ur,min) are
smaller than for A5%-
0-Ti1%, implying that in the latter case the bifurcation is stronger,
particularly for Sta = 0.50,0.55. The figure Fig. 25 shows also the lines corresponding to
the locations at which u = Ur,max . The nearly linear behaviour of these lines allowed to
compute the angle (αbif ) between the jet branches. This angle (called the bifurcation angle)
was estimated based on a straight line between solutions at y/D = 8 and y/D = 11 for
which the location at which u = Ur,max was far from the domain boundary and also from
the centreline where the flow stagnates. The angle αbif is symbolically shown in Fig. 25a
and its detailed values are reported in Table 3. The maximum values of αbif occur for
Sta = 0.50, both for A5%-
0-Ti1% and A5%-
π4 -Ti1%. For the excitation at Sta < 0.5 the
differences in αbif are small and seem to be only weakly dependent on Sta . On the other
hand for Sta > 0.5 the values of αbif obtained for A5%-
0-Ti1% and A5%-
π4 -Ti1% differ
substantially. For the simulation A5%-
0-Ti1% at Sta = 0.60, the bifurcation angle is almost
twice larger than for simulation A5%-
π4 -Ti1%. Hence, taking into account αbif one may
say that for the higher forcing frequencies the excitation with φ = 0 is more efficient.
5 Conclusions
The paper presented a computational analysis of excited turbulent jets with low and medium
amplitude axial and flapping excitations, operating with varying forcing frequencies. The
results were validated against literature data for the natural, non-excited jet and also for the
bifurcating jet at low Reynolds number 4300. The high-order numerical code allowed to
obtain accurate results at the selected spatial resolution, which enabled computations for a
large number of the cases thereby quantifying the dependence of the dynamic behavior on
the parameters that characterize the external forcing. The numerical results confirmed the
existing knowledge concerning the bifurcating jets and also revealed new findings, particu-
larly quantifying forcing levels relative to turbulence intensities such that jet splitting could
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be observed at properly selected agitation frequencies, and even establishing a three-fold jet
splitting under correct forcing conditions.
The energy input needed to generate a bifurcating jet was found to be higher or at least
comparable to the inlet turbulence intensity. If this is not the case the natural turbulence
destroys the modulated vortices and a well-known turbulent jet profile would emerge. In
cases where the difference between the excitation amplitudes and the turbulence intensity
increases the range of forcing frequencies for which jet splitting arises also increases. Addi-
tionally, it was observed that if the forcing amplitude is significantly higher than T i (in one
of the simulated cases five times) the jet splitting occurs not only for a forcing frequency
ratio Sta/Sth = 2 as reported in literature, but also for Sta/Sth = 4. The strength of this
additional jet splitting is lower than in case Sta/Sth = 2, and also the range of forcing
frequencies for which such splitting was observed was more limited.
The influence of a phase shift between the axial and flapping forcing on the jet dynam-
ics was also investigated. In general it was found that if the axial and flapping forcing are
perfectly in phase then jet splitting occurs at larger Sta . Also, in these cases the angle of
bifurcation and the strength of the bifurcation are larger. A very interesting jet behaviour was
observed for cases with high forcing amplitudes and low turbulence intensities. In these sim-
ulations for forcing frequencies Sta ≤ 0.6 the jets exhibited the classical two-fold splitting
but when Sta was increased further to 0.65 a three-fold branching appeared. This effect is
subject to ongoing research and further analysis will be conducted and published elsewhere.
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